OWNER’S MANUAL

IMPORTANT SAFETY NOTICE
SAFETY PRECAUTIONS:

WARNING

The use of a scooter can be a hazardous activity and precautions should be taken to avoid
dangerous situations. Be sure to read the entire manual before riding. Please pay close attention to
the following notices in particular:
WARNING! This ride-on is intended to be assembled by an adult.
Children riding CRUZE should have constant adult supervision. A responsible adult must inspect
Glider prior to use, to ensure that all parts are fully assembled and tightened to prevent
accidents.
Always wear proper protective gear such as a helmet, elbow and kneepads as well as
appropriate clothing such as a long sleeve shirt, gloves, long pants and trainers or closed
footwear. Do not ride barefoot or in sandals.
DO NOT use the CRUZE on slippery, wet or uneven ground with gravel.
DO NOT ride the CRUZE with one or no hands. Hold the handlebars tightly with two hands.
Ride CRUZE only on flat and level ground. DO NOT ride CRUZE on slopes. DO NOT go down a
long descending slope or hill. Please be careful when passing these areas.
Keep your child away from doors, windows and furniture to avoid collision with glass. Block
stairs/steps securely to avoid injury.
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Keep the child away from hot places, radiators, space heaters and fireplaces to avoid burns.
Ensure that the handlebar is securely fixed and that the wheels move smoothly by turning it left
and right before riding CRUZE.
DO NOT use attachments not included in packaging or attempt to do any modifications your
self as this may compromise the safety of the ride-on.
Make sure all components are assembled correctly and secured properly before riding.
ALWAYS follow and obey the local traffic laws for a safe ride.
Never allow more than one child to ride on the CRUZE at any time. Not to be used by children
older than 5 years or weighing more than 20kgs due to insufficient strength.
WARNING! Protective equipment should be worn. Not for children with a body mass of more than 20
kg.

WARNING
Injury may occur if these precautions are not observed.
NOTE: Any photos of the YBIKE Glider or decals in the owner’s manual are Intended to be used
as a reference only, and there may be some differences to the unit you purchased.
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YBIKE CRUZE PARTS
Open the box and take out the parts. Please check whether all parts and components
are included:

No

NAME

1

DECK

2

HANDLE BAR

2

1
CRUZE assembly is quick and easy!
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
Lay the deck on the ground
(No.1) wheel side down. Insert the open tube of the
handlebar (No.2) with the
pins facing sideways into
the opening provided on
the front of the deck, as
seen in picture A and B.

A
B

Firmly press the handlebar
down until you hear the
handlebar locking into position.
Give the handlebar a tug, if
it feels secure, then assembly is complete!

WARNING : Make sure the handlebar is securely fastened, and not loose
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Disassembly Instruction
To dissemble your CRUZE, turn the deck over so that you can see the underside of the scooter.
There are two pins on the right and left hand side of the handlebar. These help to lock the deck
and handlebar into position. Simply push in the pins and pull the handle bar out.

Caring for your CRUZE
1.
2.
3.
4.

Please clean the wheels regularly after riding . Use a moist sponge to wipe the wheels.
Clean handle and deck regularly.
Regularly check to see if all parts are securely fastened.
Check that all parts work and are in good condition.

CHECK BEFORE RIDING
1.
2.
3.
4.

Check that all the screw sets are tightened.
Check that the handlebar is securely fastened.
Check that the wheels can spin smoothly and each part is securely fixed.
Finally after checking the above points, you can now start to ride.
WARNING! This product must be assembled by an adult. Read the manufacturer’s instructions before using.
Keep the instructions safe for future reference.

Visit

WWW.YBIKE.CO.ZA
WWW.YBIKEUSA.COM
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